
Down the drain 

Access to public toilets: A necessity or a luxury 

About a quarter of the country’s population is denied access to public toilets and 
is forced to defecate in open 
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KARACHI: Asadullah has now stopped using a footpath while walking towards the 
bus stop to catch a bus for his bank, where he works as a clerk. He is not the only one 
who opts walking on a busy road amid rough traffic rather than using the footpath in 
Saddar, adjacent to Trinity School, near Empress Market. The footpath is urinated 
upon, and stinks badly, especially in mornings.  

The fetid odour around them makes pedestrians reluctant to use footpaths in their 
daily routines. “Most of the people urinating on these footpaths are bus drivers and 
fruit sellers who are charged with money if they use the public toilet nearby,” explains 
one of the traffic cops on the roadside. 

Poor standards of sanitation and denied access to public toilets in a metropolitan city 
of nearly 15 million continues to prod nuisance and inconvenience in a citizen’s life. 
Especially, when they have to pay for using the public toilet even in emergency 
situations. 

The number game and the glitches 

A survey conducted by the Capital Development Authority (CDA) uncovers that there 
are 125 open toilets in different places of the city, out of which only 58 are working, 
that too in sickening conditions. Not a single toilet stall could be termed as neat and 
tidy. The few visitors using these toilets have to pay for such unhygienic and 
detrimental toilets, making them vulnerable to diseases like diarrhea and jaundice. 
Grubby floors, absence of clean water, leaking taps and non-functional flush systems 
make the facility an unfavourable alternative for most. Besides, 67 non-functioning 
toilets either have been locked or are being used for criminal activities. “We see most 
of the toilets locked in our area. Strangely, the public toilets are no more open for 
public,” says Majid, a car mechanic whose shop is located in Garden East, near 
Karachi Zoo. 

Moreover, Pakistan ranks 127th among 162 countries highlighted by ‘The 
development index of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)’ for their 
inadequate quality of health and sanitation. Two prominent factors contributing to the 
country’s low ranking are shortage of water and sanitation. 



In order to sustain bearable conditions of public toilets and regular maintenance, CDA 
had fixed five rupees for every visitor. However, several contractors and authorities 
increased charges to Rs10. According to contractors, CDA is responsible for the 
provision water and electricity to all the public toilets. Unfortunately, they fail to do 
so. Subsequently, few complaints have been registered where the public toilet in-
charge demands Rs30 and at times even Rs50 when the stalls are crowded. 

“I have no other option than to defecate in open. I cannot afford to use a public toilet, 
especially when I have to use it five times a day,” says the 65-years-old cobbler, 
Majeed, who sits under a shady tree in Bohri Bazaar. 

On the verso 

On one hand, as the public carps on the hefty and inappropriate charges for using 
public toilets, officials in the authority put their stance forward by pointing out the 
carelessness by citizens. The toilet in-charge complained about how people steal away 
taps and buckets, scribble on the walls and often spit paan on the floor. “To avoid 
such vandalism from their side, we have appointed toilet in-charges in various areas. 
The fees charged by the users is used for the income of the in-charge and maintenance 
of toilets,” says an official from the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation (KMC). 

“I have seen people stealing door knobs and pipes from the zoo toilets in my 17-year 
career as a maintenance head at Karachi Zoo. Now, we have assigned an in-charge for 
each toilet as we have recently renovated all lavatories,” says Ghulam Ali, 
Maintenance Head at the Karachi Zoo.  

The elephant in the room 

While men are found urinating on isolated alleys and roadsides, women and the 
transgender community often struggle to find restrooms due to the absence of an 
adequate number of female public toilets in Karachi. 

A report by the Institution of Urban Resources Centre - an organization working for 
urban facilitation in Karachi - shed light on the numbers. In the year 2015, Karachi’s 
population was 18 million, which will continue to increase to 24.1 million by 2020. In 
such a populous city where women comprise about 40% of the population, there are 
almost no restrooms for women in public places. 

There are no separate washrooms for transgender people who, like ladies, find lack of 
privacy to be a huge problem. Similarly, pregnant and old age women are hesitant in 
spending long hours outside home due to inefficient facilities of restrooms. 

Various cloth markets such as Jubilee, Ranchor Line, Bohri Bazaar and Jamia Cloth 
market have major proportion of ladies as their customers. Women spend their entire 



day shopping in these markets. These places don’t have women toilets and the ones 
functioning are no more in bearable conditions.  

“When in dire need, we often use the toilets in mosques. But we never resort to using 
a public toilet because of low maintenance and privacy issues,” says Almas, who 
visits Jubilee on weekly basis to make her regular purchases.  
  
“Women are often directed to hotels when they ask for public toilets. There are not 
many ladies’ toilets in Karachi and the ones functional, lack maintenance. Often 
ladies’ toilets are used for storing litter sacks as they are used less compared to male 
restrooms,” says Abdul Rafiq, a vendor who sells sugar cane juice at Zainab Market, 
Karachi. 

Urologists elucidate on how women develop infections by using unhygienic 
restrooms and are often diagnosed with kidney problems as they reduce water intake 
in order to avoid public lavatories. 

Faint hope 

Few years back, realizing the importance of public toilets, CPLC took an initiative 
and developed lavatory facilities at 42 different locations of Karachi. 

Reports by the United Nations (UN) suggest that Pakistan is making progress in 
helping its urban population gain access to public toilets. Since the 1990s, the 
proportion of urbanites living without sanitation has halved, and it now ranks seventh 
in the world for the country, making the most progress in reaching urban populations 
with toilets. 

“Since it has to be a two-way process, making a facility alone will not do the deed. 
We need to spread awareness simultaneously, regarding the importance of sanitary 
hygiene while keeping in mind that access to public toilets is a necessity, not a 
luxury,” asserted Asadullah. 


